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Minimal random attractors
Hans Crauel
∗
Michael Scheutzow
†
It is well-known that random attractors of a random dynamical system are
generally not unique. We show that for general pullback attractors and weak
attractors, there is always a minimal (in the sense of smallest) random at-
tractor which attracts a given family of (possibly random) sets. We provide
an example which shows that this property need not hold for forward attrac-
tors. We point out that our concept of a random attractor is very general:
The family of sets which are attracted is allowed to be completely arbitrary.
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1 Introduction
For deterministic dynamical systems on metric spaces the notion of an attractor is well
established. The most common notion, mainly used for partial differential equations
(PDEs) on suitable Hilbert or Banach spaces, is that of a global set attractor. It is char-
acterized by being a compact set, being strictly invariant, and attracting every compact,
or even every bounded set. Uniqueness of the global set attractor is immediate.
Another very common notion is that of a (global) point attractor, which is often used
for systems on locally compact spaces (which are often Euclidean spaces or finite-
dimensional manifolds). A global point attractor is again compact and strictly invariant,
but it is only assumed to attract every point (or, equivalently, every finite set). The global
point attractor is in general not unique, which can be seen from the simple dynamical
system induced by the scalar differential equation 9x “ x ´ x3. Here the unique global
set attractor is the interval r´1, 1s, which, of course, is also a point attractor. But also
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r´1, 0sYt1u, and t´1uYr0, 1s, are point attractors. Obviously, there is a minimal point
attractor, namely t´1, 0, 1u.
In fact, for deterministic systems the following result is well known: Whenever B is an
arbitrary family of non-empty subsets of the state space then there exists an attractor
for B (i.e., a compact, strictly invariant set attracting every B P B) if and only if there
exists a compact set such that every B P B is attracted by this set. Furthermore, there
exists a unique minimal attractor for B, which is given by the closure of the union of
the ω-limit sets of all elements of B. This minimal attractor for B is addressed as the B-
attractor. If a global set attractor exists then whenever a B-attractor exists it is always
a subset of the global set attractor.
For random dynamical systems an analogous statement has been established in [6].
However, this result had to assume a separability condition for B.
The aim of the present paper is to remove this separability condition, i.e. to establish
that for any family B of (possibly even random) sets for which there is a compact random
set attracting every element of B, there exists a unique minimal random attractor for B.
Furthermore, it is in general not true that this B-attractor is given by the closed random
set ď
BPB
ΩBpωq almost surely, (1)
where ΩBpωq denotes the (random) Ω-limit set of B. This is shown using an example
of a random dynamical system induced by a stochastic differential equation on the unit
circle S1. Here the global set attractor is the whole S1 (which is a strictly invariant
compact set). If B is taken to be the family of all deterministic points in S1 it is shown
that (1) gives S1, the global set attractor, almost surely. However, the minimal point
attractor is a one point set consisting of a random variable, which (pullback) attracts
every solution starting in a deterministic point.
2 Notation and Preliminaries
Let E be a Polish space, i.e. a separable topological space whose topology is metrizable
with a complete metric. Several assertions in the following are formulated in terms
of a metric d on E which is referred to without further mentioning. This metric will
always be assumed to generate the topology of E and to be complete, even if some of
the assertions hold also if d is not complete. For x P E and A Ă E we define dpx,Aq “
inftdpx, aq : a P Au with the convention dpx,Hq “ 8. For non-empty subsets A and B
of E we denote the Hausdorff semi-metric by dpB,Aq :“ suptdpb, Aq : b P Bu and define
dpH, Aq :“ 0 and dpB,Hq :“ 8 in case B ‰ H.
We note that with this convention both for the empty family B “ H as well as for
B “ tHu the empty set A “ H is an attractor, in fact the minimal one.
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We denote the Borel σ-algebra on E (i.e. the smallest σ-algebra on E which contains
every open set) by E .
Suppose that pΩ,F ,Pq is a probability space, T1 P tZ,Ru, and
ϑ : T1 ˆ ΩÑ Ω
pt, ωq ÞÑ ϑtω
is a measurable map, such that ϑt : Ω Ñ Ω preserves P, and such that ϑt`s “ ϑt ˝ ϑs
for all s, t P T1 and ϑ0 “ id. Thus pϑtq is a classical measurable dynamical system on
pΩ,F ,Pq.
Definition 1. Given pΩ,F ,Pq and ϑt, t P T1 as above, E a Polish space, and T2
either R, r0,8q, Z, or N0 such that T2 Ď T1, a measurable map
ϕ : T2 ˆ E ˆ Ω Ñ E
pt, x, ωq ÞÑ ϕpt, ωqx
(or the pair pϕ, ϑq) is a random dynamical system (RDS) on E if
(i) ϕpt, ωq : E Ñ E is continuous for every t P T2, P-almost surely
(ii) ϕpt ` s, ωq “ ϕpt, ϑsωq ˝ ϕps, ωq for all s, t P T2, and ϕp0, ωq “ id, for P-almost
all ω.
Remarks 2. (i) Note that we do not assume continuity in t here.
(ii) An RDS pϕ, ϑq is said to be two-sided if T2 is two-sided. For a two-sided RDS ϕ
the maps ϕpt, ωq are invertible, and ϕpt, ωq´1 “ ϕp´t, ϑtωq a. s.
(iii) Proposition 25 shows that one can always change ϕ on a set of measure 0 in such a
way that properties (i) and (ii) in Definition 1 hold without exceptional sets. In the
following we will tacitly assume that ϕ satisfies these slightly stronger assumptions.
The question whether exceptional sets of measure zero in (ii) of Definition 1 which
may depend on s and t can be eliminated (without destroying possible (right-)-
continuity properties of ϕ in the time variable) has been addressed in [1], [2], [17],
and [15].
Definition 3. Let pΩ,F ,Pq be a probability space and E a Polish space. A random
set C is a measurable subset of E ˆ Ω (with respect to the product σ-algebra E bF ).
The ω-section of a set C Ă E ˆ Ω is defined by
Cpωq “ tx : px, ωq P Cu, ω P Ω.
In the case that a set C Ă E ˆΩ has closed or compact ω-sections it is a random set as
soon as the mapping ω ÞÑ d`x, Cpωq˘ is measurable (from Ω to r0,8q) for every x P E,
see [7, Chapter 2]. Then C will be said to be a closed or a compact, respectively, random
set. For any set C Ă E ˆ Ω, we define C :“ tpx, ωq : x P Cpωqu
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Remark 4. Note that it does not suffice to define random sets by demanding ω ÞÑ
d
`
x, Cpωq˘ to be measurable for every x P E. In this case the associated tpx, ωq : x P
Cpωqu need not be an element of E bF , see [9, Remark 4].
Definition 5. If ϕ is an RDS then a set D Ă E ˆ Ω is said to be forward invari-
ant or strictly invariant, respectively, with respect to ϕ, if ϕpt, ωqDpωq Ă Dpϑtωq or
ϕpt, ωqDpωq “ Dpϑtωq P-a. s., respectively, for every t ě 0.
Definition 6. For B Ă E ˆ Ω we define the Ω-limit set of B by
ΩBpωq “
č
Tě0
ď
těT
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqpBpϑ´tωqq, ω P Ω,
as in [5, Definition 3.4].
Remark 7. It is easy to verify that an Ω-limit set is always forward invariant and also
that it is strictly invariant for an RDS with two-sided time.
The following Lemma, which generalizes [6, Theorem 3.4], provides another sufficient
condition for ΩB to be strictly invariant.
Lemma 8. Suppose that B Ă E ˆ Ω, K Ă E ˆ Ω, and Ω0 Ă Ω. Assume that for all
ω P Ω0, the set Kpωq is compact and
lim
tÑ8
d
`
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq, Kpωq
˘ “ 0. (2)
Then, for every t ě 0 and ω P Ω0, ΩBpϑtωq Ă ϕpt, ωqΩBpωq and ΩBpωq Ă Kpωq. If,
moreover, Ω0 P F and PpΩ0q “ 1, then ΩB is strictly invariant.
Proof. Fix ω P Ω0 throughout the proof. Compactness of Kpωq and (2) imply ΩBpωq Ă
Kpωq. Suppose that y P ΩBpϑtωq for some t ě 0. Then y “ limnÑ8 ϕptn, ϑ´tnpϑtωqqbn
for sequences tn Ñ8 and bn P Bpϑt´tnωq. Consider the sequence ϕptn ´ t, ϑ´ptn´tqωqbn,
defined for n with tn´ t ě 0. By (2) we have limnÑ8 d
`
ϕptn´ t, ϑ´ptn´tqωqbn, Kpωq
˘ “ 0
for n Ñ 8. Compactness of Kpωq implies that this sequence has a convergent subse-
quence. Choose one and denote its limit by zpωq, then zpωq P ΩBpωq. Using the same
notation for the subsequence, continuity of ϕpt, ωq implies
ϕpt, ωqzpωq “ lim
nÑ8
ϕptn, ϑ´ptn´tqωqbn “ y.
Thus, for any y P ΩBpϑtωq there exists z P ΩBpωq with ϕpt, ωqz “ y, whence ΩBpϑtωq Ă
ϕpt, ωqΩBpωq.
The final statement of Lemma 8 follows since ΩB is forward invariant.
Now let B be a non-empty family of sets B Ă E ˆ Ω. At this point we make no
measurability assumptions on the sets in B and therefore say that a property depending
on ω holds almost surely if there is a measurable set of full measure on which the
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property holds. Analogously, we will interpret statements like “Y Ñ 0 in probability”
for a real-valued (possibly non-measurable) function ω ÞÑ Y pωq. As usual, we introduce
the universal completion F u of F as the intersection of all completions of F with
respect to probability measures on F . Note that one automatically has F u “ F in the
case of a complete probability space pΩ,F ,Pq.
We define the concept of a random pullback, forward and weak B-attractor of an RDS
pϕ, ϑq as usual (except that we do not impose any measurability assumptions on B).
Random pullback attractors were first introduced in [8] while the concept of a weak
attractor is due to G. Ochs [16].
Definition 9. Suppose that ϕ is an RDS on a Polish space E and B is a non-empty
family of subsets of E ˆ Ω. Then a set A Ă E ˆ Ω is a random attractor for B if
(i) A is a compact random set
(ii) A is strictly ϕ-invariant, i.e.
ϕpt, ωqApωq “ Apϑtωq
P-almost surely for every t P T2 with t ě 0
(iii) A attracts B, i.e.
lim
tÑ8
d
`
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq, Apωq
˘ “ 0 P-a.s. (3)
for every B P B; in this case A is a random pullback attractor for B,
or
lim
tÑ8
d
`
ϕpt, ωqBpωq, Apϑtωq
˘ “ 0 P-a.s.,
for every B P B; in this case A is a random forward attractor for B,
or
lim
tÑ8
d
`
ϕpt, ωqBpωq, Apϑtωq
˘ “ 0 in probability (4)
for every B P B; in this case A is a weak (random) attractor for B.
Remark 10. Note that the property of being a pullback or weak attractor does not
depend on the choice of the metric d metrizing the topology of E. This is not true
for forward attactors, not even when E “ R, see [13, Example 2.4] or the example in
Section 5.
Remarks 11. (i) For a weak random attractor condition (4) is equivalent to (3) with
almost sure convergence replaced by convergence in probability. See [10] for sufficient
conditions for the existence of weak global set attractors. For monotone RDS, the
concept of a weak attractor turns out to be more suitable than that of a pullback
attractor, see [4] and [14].
(ii) While for non-autonomous systems it is very simple to find examples of attractors
which are pullback but not forward, and vice versa (see, e.g., [9]), this is not so simple
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for random attractors. One of the authors [18] has constructed examples for this to
happen as well as examples where only weak random attractors exist which are neither
pullback nor forward attractors.
(iii) Clearly each random pullback attractor A for B must satisfy ΩBpωq Ă Apωq almost
surely for every B P B (the exceptional sets may depend on B).
(iv) Instead of assuming an attractor A to be a compact random set it suffices to as-
sume A to be a random set such that Apωq is compact P-almost surely, which is slighty
weaker (see [7, Proposition 2.4] for details). Proposition 19 below, applied to the single-
ton A, implies existence of a compact random set satisfying the conditions of Definition 9.
Remark 12. For a general family B there may or may not exist a (pullback, forward
or weak) random B-attractor for an RDS ϕ and if such an attractor exists then it need
not be unique in general. However, as soon as B contains every compact deterministic
set, then whenever a weak random attractor for B exists then it is unique, see [13,
Lemma 1.3]. Since every pullback and every forward attractor is also a weak attractor,
the same uniqueness statement holds for pullback and forward attractors (for pullback
attractors this was already established in [5]).
Whenever a B-attractor (in whatever sense) is not unique it is natural to ask whether
there is a smallest (or minimal) B-attractor. In [6, Theorem 3.4] a condition on B
(formulated only for families of deterministic sets) for the existence of a minimal random
pullback attractor has been given. It is one of the aims of this paper to show that a
minimal random pullback (respectively weak) attractor exists for arbitrary B, provided
existence of at least one pullback (respectively weak) B-attractor.
3 Existence of a minimal pullback attractor for B
Given a random dynamical system pϕ, ϑq on the space pΩ,F ,Pq taking values in the
Polish space pE, dq we consider a general family B of subsets of E ˆ Ω for which we
assume existence of a pullback attractor or, equivalently, the existence of an attracting
compact random set. Note that no measurability conditions whatsoever are imposed
on (the elements of) B. The major result of this section is the existence of a minimal
random pullback attractor for B. Of course this is immediate as soon as B contains
every compact deterministic subset of E (or, more precisely, every C ˆ Ω with C Ă E
compact); in this case the minimal attractor is the unique global set attractor. However,
for instance for B consisting of all (deterministic) points (or, equivalently, of all finite
sets), there may be several random pullback attractors.
Theorem 13. Let B be an arbitrary family of sets B Ă EˆΩ and let pϕ, ϑq be an RDS
on E.
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(i) Assume that there exists a random set K Ă EˆΩ such that Kpωq is P-a.s. compact
and K attracts B, i.e.
lim
tÑ8
d
`
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq,Kpωq
˘ “ 0 P-a.s.
(and therefore ΩBpωq Ă Kpωq a.s.) for every B P B. Then pϕ, ϑq has at least one
pullback attractor for B.
(ii) If pϕ, ϑq has at least one pullback attractor for B, then the RDS has a minimal
pullback B-attractor A. In addition, there is a countable sub-family B0 Ă B such
that A is also the minimal pullback B0-attractor.
(iii) Under the assumptions of (i) the minimal pullback B-attractor A is almost surely
contained in Kpωq.
Note that under the assumptions of (ii) any pullback attractor K for B will satisfy the
assumptions of (i). Therefore, it suffices to show that under the assumptions of (i) there
exists a minimal pullback attractor for B and that it satisfies the conclusions of (ii)
and (iii).
For the proof of the theorem we are going to prepare several results which will also be
used in the next section, where we investigate the same question for weak attractors. For
the first few results we just need an arbitrary probability space pΩ,F ,Pq and a Polish
metric space pE, dq, but no RDS. We will denote the open ball with centre x P E and
radius r ą 0 by Bpx, rq. By D we always denote a fixed countable dense set in E. The
following lemma just requires a separable metric (not necessarily Polish) space pE, dq.
It is a straightforward consequence of classical results in topology.
Lemma 14. For each fixed r ą 0 there exists a cover Rpx, rq, x P D, of E such that
Rpx, rq is a closed (possibly empty) subset of Bpx, rq, and for each y P E there exists a
neighbourhood of y which intersects only finitely many of the sets Rpx, rq, x P D, and
there exists x P D such that y is in the interior of Rpx, rq.
Proof. For given r ą 0, the family Bpx, rq, x P D, is an open cover of E. Since every
metric space is paracompact, Theorem VIII.4.2 in Dugundji [12] implies the existence
of a cover Rpx, rq, x P D, as claimed in the lemma.
Remark 15. Note that for each r ą 0 the closed cover Rpx, rq, x P D, given in
Lemma 14, has the property that for every (possibly infinite) subset D0 Ă D the unionŤ
xPD0
Rpx, rq is closed. This will be important in the following.
Remark 16. Note that for each r ą 0, the family R˚px, rq, x P D, is an open cover of E
thanks to the last assertion of Lemma 14 (here S˚ denotes the interior of the set S).
In the following Rpx, rq, x P D, will always denote a closed cover as in Lemma 14 (which,
of course, is not unique). The following result asserts that every subset of E ˆ Ω has a
closed random hull.
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Proposition 17. Let K Ă EˆΩ. There exists a (unique) smallest closed random set Kˆ
which contains K in the following sense: K Ă Kˆ and for every random set S for which
Kpωq Ă Spωq for almost all ω P Ω and for which Spωq is closed for almost all ω P Ω, we
have Kˆpωq Ă Spωq for almost all ω P Ω.
Proof. For G P E define
MG :“ tω : Kpωq XG ‰ Hu.
This set will not be measurable in general. Let βG :“ P˚pMGq :“ inftPpMq : M P
F ,M Ą MGu and let M1 Ą M2 Ą . . . be sets in F with MG Ă Mi, i P N, such that
limiÑ8 PpMiq “ βG. Define M˜G :“
Ş8
i“1Mi and
Kˆ :“
8č
n“1
ď
xPD
`
Rpx, 1
n
q ˆ M˜Rpx, 1n q˘. (5)
Kˆ is a random set. Using Lemma 14 and Remark 15, we see that Kˆpωq is closed for
all ω P Ω. Since ω ÞÑ d`y, pRpx, 1
n
q ˆ M˜Rpx, 1n qqpωq˘ is measurable for each x, y and n,
the same is true for the map ω ÞÑ dpy, Kˆpωqq, so that Kˆ is a closed random set. By
construction, we have Kpωq Ă Kˆpωq for all ω P Ω. Indeed,
K “
8č
n“1
ď
xPD
`
Rpx, 1
n
q ˆMRpx, 1n q˘.
It remains to show the minimality property of Kˆ.
Let S be a set as in the statement of the proposition and let G P E . Then, almost
surely,
Kpωq XG Ă Spωq XG
and therefore SpωqXG ‰ H for almost every ω PMG. Since E is Polish, the projection
theorem (see, e.g., Dellacherie and Meyer [11, III.44]) implies that the set tω P Ω :
Spωq X G ‰ Hu is in F u and therefore Spωq X G ‰ H for almost all ω P M˜G. Let
Ω0 P F be a set of full measure such that Spωq is closed for all ω P Ω0 and SpωqXG ‰ H
for all ω P M˜G X Ω0 and all G “ Rpx, 1nq, x P D, n P N. Let ω P Ω0 and y P Kˆpωq.
By definition of Kˆ this means that for every n P N there exists some x P D such that
y P Rpx, 1
n
q and ω P M˜Rpx, 1n q, so dpy, Spωqq ď 2{n. Since Spωq is closed this implies
y P Spωq, so the proof of the proposition is complete.
Remark 18. The assertion of Proposition 17 is wrong without the word closed (at both
places where it appears). As an example consider the deterministic case in which Ω is
a singleton and let K be a set which is not in E . There exists no smallest measurable
subset of E which contains K.
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Proposition 19. Assume that Kα, α P I, is a family of sets in E b F u. Then there
exists a closed random set A such that for every α P I we have Kαpωq Ă Apωq almost
surely and A is the minimal set with this property: Apωq Ă Spωq almost surely for every
S Ă E ˆ Ω for which Spωq is almost surely closed and for which Kαpωq Ă Spωq almost
surely for every α P I.
Furthermore, there exists a countable subset I0 Ă I such that
Apωq “
ď
αPI0
Kαpωq (6)
up to a set of measure zero.
Proof. We can and will assume without loss of generality that the family Kα, α P I, is
closed under finite unions. For an arbitrary set G P E and α P I we define
MGα :“ tω P Ω : Kαpωq XG ‰ Hu.
Since E is Polish, MGα P F u by the projection theorem [11, III.44]. We can extend
the probability measure P to F u in a unique way (we will use the same notation for
the extension). Note that on the set MGα each S as in the lemma necessarily satisfies
SpωqXG ‰ H almost surely and therefore the same must be true forA (which we yet need
to define). Let βα,G :“ P
`
MGα
˘
. Then, there exists a sequence αj “ αjpGq, j “ 1, 2, . . .
in I such that P
`
MGαj
˘Õ βG :“ supαPI βα,G. Define
MG :“
8ď
j“1
MGαj .
The set MG depends on the choice of the sequence
`
αj
˘
, but different choices give sets
which only differ by a set of measure 0. Changing the sets MGα on a set of P-measure 0,
we can and will in fact assume that all these sets (and also the sets MG) are even in F .
Note that for each α P I we have MGα ĂMG up to a set of measure 0. Recall that D is
a countable and dense subset of E. Defining
Cr :“
ď
xPD
`
Bpx, rq ˆMBpx,rq˘, C :“ č
nPN
C1{n,
one may hope to be able to show that A :“ C has the required properties. While the
measurability property clearly holds it is not clear that Apωq is closed. One might there-
fore take the closure of the right hand side in the definition of Cr, but then measurability
of A is not clear. We will therefore change the definition of Cr in such a way that it
becomes a closed random set for each r ą 0. Then C will be a closed random set as
well.
Define Rpx, rq as in Lemma 15 and put
Ar :“
ď
xPD
`
Rpx, rq ˆMRpx,rq˘, A :“ č
nPN
A1{n.
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Clearly, Ar P E bF and Arpωq is closed for each ω P Ω and each r ą 0. As in the proof
of Proposition 17 it follows that Ar is even a closed random set and hence the same is
true for A.
For Spωq as in the proposition and α P I we have to show that Kαpωq Ă Apωq Ă Spωq
for P-almost all ω P Ω.
Fix α P I. For each r ą 0 we have
Kαpωq Ă
´ď
xPD
`
Rpx, rq ˆMRpx,rqα
˘¯pωq Ă ´ď
xPD
`
Rpx, rq ˆMRpx,rq˘¯pωq “ Arpωq
up to a set of measure 0 (which may depend on α). Hence, up to a set of measure 0,
Kαpωq Ă Apωq. (7)
To finish the proof it suffices to show that
Apωq “
ď
xPD,nPN,jPN
KαjpRpx,1{nqqpωq (8)
up to a null set (observe that the right hand side is in Spωq almost surely). Note that
the inclusion “Ą” follows from (7) and the fact that Apωq is closed, so it remains to show
the inclusion “Ă”.
For every n P N and almost every ω P Ω we have
Apωq Ă
ď
xPD,MRpx,1{nqQω
Rpx, 1
n
q Ă
ď
xPD,mPN,jPN
K
2{n
αjpRpx,1{mqq
pωq,
where the upper index 2{n denotes the closed 2{n-neighbourhood of a set. Taking
intersections over all n P N, (8) follows and the proof of the proposition is complete.
Remark 20. The assertion of Proposition 19 becomes wrong if the word closed is
deleted. As an example take Ω a singleton, E “ R, I a non-measurable subset of R, and
Kα “ tαu for α P I. There is no minimal measurable subset of R which contains I.
Our next goal is to clarify whether forward and strict invariance, respectively, of a set K
are inherited by Kˆ given by (the proof of) Proposition 17.
Lemma 21. (i) If K Ă E ˆ Ω is forward invariant then so is Kˆ.
(ii) If K Ă EˆΩ is strictly invariant, and if Kˆpωq is compact for almost every ω P Ω,
then Kˆ is strictly invariant.
Proof. Let K be forward invariant, so for fixed t ě 0 we have ϕpt, ωqKpωq Ă Kpϑtωq.
Here and in the following equalities and inclusions are meant up to sets of measure 0.
Hence
Kpωq Ă pϕpt, ωqq´1pKpϑtωqq Ă pϕpt, ωqq´1pKˆpϑtωqq.
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The right hand side is a random subset with closed ω-sections since ϕpt, ωq is continuous
and therefore contains Kˆ, so Kˆ is invariant.
Next suppose that K is strictly invariant. Changing Kˆ on a set of measure 0 if necessary
we can and will assume that Kˆ is a compact random set. For t ě 0 fixed we have
ϕpt, ωqKˆpωq Ą ϕpt, ωqKpωq Ą Kpϑtωq.
If the left hand side is a random set with closed ω-sections, then it must contain Kˆpϑtωq
and strict invariance of Kˆ follows. Using the representation (5) of the set Kˆ, we see
that if ϕpt, ¨qpSq, where S “ C ˆ F with C a deterministic compact subset of E and
F P F , is a random set, then the same is true for ϕpt, ¨qpKˆq. Observe that the map
y ÞÑ dpy, ϕpt, ωqpSpωqqq is measurable for each y P E since dpy, ϕpt, ωqpSpωqqq “ 8
for ω R F , dpy, ϕpt, ωqpSpωqqq “ dpy, ϕpt, ωqCq for ω P F and dpy, ϕpt, ωqCq ă r iff
dpy, ϕpt, ωqxiq ă r for all i where pxiq is a countable dense set in C and r ą 0. This
shows that ϕpt, ωqKˆpωq is a random set. To see that it has closed ω-sections we use the
fact that Kˆpωq is compact and ϕpt, ωq is continuous. This completes the proof of the
lemma.
Proof [of Theorem 13]. We apply Proposition 19 to KB :“ ΩˆB, B P B, where ΩˆB is
constructed from ΩB as in Proposition 17, and obtain a smallest closed random set A
containing ΩˆB almost surely for every B P B. Clearly A is also the minimal closed
random set A containing ΩB almost surely for each B P B. We claim that (a slight
modification of) A is the minimal pullback B-attractor. By assumption, the set Kpωq
from the assertion of Theorem 13 contains ΩBpωq and, by Proposition 17, also ΩˆBpωq
almost surely for every B P B. By minimality, we have Apωq Ă Kpωq almost surely.
Since Kpωq is almost surely compact so is Apωq. Changing A on a set N of measure
zero containing those ω for which Apωq is not compact (e.g. by redefining Apωq “ teu
for ω P N with some fixed e P E) we can assume that A is a compact random set.
Proposition 19 further implies that A can be represented as the closure of a countable
union of sets ΩˆB , B P B, almost surely. Since ΩB is strictly invariant by Lemma 8 and
ΩˆBpωq is almost surely compact, ΩˆB is strictly invariant by Lemma 21, and so is A and
the proof of Theorem 13 is complete.
Remark 22. It is natural to ask if Theorem 13 remains true if the set K is not required
to be EbF -measurable (but all other assumptions hold). This is not the case in general.
As an example, take Ω “ r0, 1s equipped with Lebesgue measure P on the Borel sets,
take ϑ “ id, E “ R, and ϕ “ id (with discrete or continuous time). Let f : Ω Ñ R
be a function whose graph B Ă E ˆ Ω is non-measurable and let B :“ tBu. Then
ΩBpωq “ Bpωq “ tfpωqu for all ω, hence ΩB “ B and the assumptions of Theorem 13
hold with K “ B except that K is not a random set. If a pullback-B-attractor exists
then it cannot possibly be contained in K, so (iii) of Theorem 13 does not hold. One
might hope that Theorem 13 remains true if one replaces K by Kˆ in part (iii). However,
also this fails to hold true since K Ă E ˆ Ω with Kpωq compact for almost all ω does
not guarantee that Kˆpωq is almost surely compact and if we choose B “ K then no
B-pullback attractor exists.
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If we impose additional measurability assumptions on B then measurability of K is not
required for Theorem 13 to hold. Indeed, if ΩB is a random set for every B P B (or
even just ΩB P E bF u), then define A as in Proposition 19. Due to formula (6) we see
that Apωq Ă Kpωq almost surely, so all assumptions of Theorem 13 hold with K replaced
by A.
4 Existence of a minimal weak attractor for B
Now we discuss the corresponding question for weak attractors. We continue to use
covers Rpx, rq, x P D, as in the previous section.
Theorem 23. Let B be an arbitrary family of sets B Ă EˆΩ and let pϕ, ϑq be an RDS
on E.
(i) Assume that there exists a random set K Ă EˆΩ such that Kpωq is P-a.s. compact
and K attracts B, i.e.
lim
tÑ8
d
`
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq,Kpωq
˘ “ 0 in probability,
for every B P B. Then pϕ, ϑq admits at least one weak attractor for B.
(ii) If the RDS pϕ, ϑq has a weak attractor for B, then it has a minimal weak B-
attractor A. In addition, there is a countable sub-family B1 Ă B such that A is
also the minimal weak B1-attractor.
(iii) Under the assumptions of (i) the minimal weak B-attractor A satisfies Apωq Ă Kpωq
almost surely.
Proof. For G P E and B P B define
VGB :“
!
V P F : lim
tÑ8
P˚
`
V X tω : ϕpt, ϑ´tωqpBpϑ´tωqq XG ‰ Hu
˘ “ 0)
and put β :“ suptPpV q : V P VGB u. Choose an increasing sequence Vi P VGB such that
limiÑ8 PpViq “ β. Then V :“
Ť8
i“1 Vi P VGB (since outer measures are monotone and
subadditive). Put MGB :“ ΩzV and define
KB :“
8č
n“1
ď
xPD
´
Rpx, 1
n
q ˆMRpx,
1
n
q
B
¯
.
Fix B P B. Then KB is a closed random set. We first show that KB is a minimal weak
tBu-attractor and that KB is contained in K.
Step 1: KBpωq Ď Kpωq almost surely
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Let B P B, G P E and denote St :“ tω : ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq X G ‰ Hu for t ě 0 and
Mδ :“ tω : Kδpωq X G ‰ Hu for δ ą 0. Then limtÑ8 P˚pStzMδq “ 0 by assumption,
whence Mcδ P VGB and therefore MGB Ď Mδ, so Kδ X G ‰ H on MGB almost surely for
each δ P QX p0,8q. This implies
K XG ‰ H on MGB a.s.,
provided G is closed (using the fact that Kpωq is almost surely compact). In particular,
we have
Rpx, 1{nq Ď K3{npωq on MRpx,
1
n
q
B a.s.
and therefore
KBpωq Ď
8č
n“1
ď
xPD
´
K3{npωq ˆMRpx,
1
n
q
B
¯
pωq Ď
8č
n“1
K3{npωq “ Kpωq a.s.,
proving Step 1.
Our next goal is to show that KB attracts B in probability. Generally, we say (in this
proof) that a random set S Ă E ˆ Ω attracts B if
lim
tÑ8
d
`
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq, Spωq
˘ “ 0 in probability.
Step 2: The following properties are easy to verify:
a) If S1 and S2 attract B, then so does S1 X S2.
b) If Sn, n P N, are random sets such that Snpωq is compact for almost all ω and such
that Sn attract B, n P N, then so does
Ş8
n“1 Sn.
Step 3: We show that En :“
Ť
xPD
´
Rpx, 1
n
q ˆMRpx,
1
n
q
B
¯
attracts B for each n P N.
Let ε ą 0 and let K Ă E be compact such that PpKpωq Ď Kq ě 1´ ε. Let D0 Ă D be a
finite set such that K Ă ŤxPD0 R˚px, 1nq and let δ :“ inftdpy,Kq : y P ŤxPD0`R˚px, 1nq˘cu.
Note that δ ą 0. We have
P˚
´
d
`
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq, Enpωq
˘ ě ε¯
ď P˚
´
d
´ď
xPD
´
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq XRpx, 1nq
¯
,
ď
xPD0
´
Rpx, 1
n
q ˆMRpx,
1
n
q
B
¯¯
ě ε
¯
ď P˚`ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq Ć Kδ˘
`
ÿ
xPD0
P˚
´
d
´
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq XRpx, 1nq
¯
,
´
Rpx, 1
n
q ˆMRpx,
1
n
q
B
¯¯
ě ε
¯
.
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By definition of M
Rpx, 1
n
q
B the sum converges to 0 as tÑ8. Further, by the definition of
K and δ,
lim sup
tÑ8
P˚
`
ϕpt, ϑ´tωqBpϑ´tωq Ć Kδ
˘ ă ε.
Since ε ą 0 was arbitrary it follows that En attracts B.
Step 4: Define Sn :“ En X K. Then Steps 1, 2 and 3 and the definition of KB show
that KB attracts B.
Note that the statements in Step 1 and Step 4 imply thatKB is a minimal closed random
weak B-attracting set. Further we know that KBpωq is compact for almost all ω P Ω.
Changing KBpωq on a set of measure 0 we can ensure that KB is a compact random set.
In order to complete the proof that KB is a minimal weak tBu-attractor it remains to
show strict invariance of KB.
Step 5: KB is strictly invariant.
The proof of this step is similar to that of Lemma 21. Fix t ą 0. Since KB attracts B
in probability, we have
lim
sÑ8
d
`
ϕpt` s, ϑ´sωqBpϑ´sωq, KBpϑtωq
˘ “ 0 in probability (9)
and
lim
sÑ8
d
`
ϕps, ϑ´sωqBpϑ´sωq, KBpωq
˘ “ 0 in probability. (10)
Using the cocycle property and continuity of ϕ together with compactness of KB, (10)
implies
lim
sÑ8
d
`
ϕpt` s, ϑ´sωqBpϑ´sωq, ϕpt, ωqKBpωq
˘ “ 0 in probability. (11)
Using the fact that ϕpt, ωqKB is a random set (as in the proof of Lemma 21), and using
minimality of KB, we see from (9) and (11) that KBpϑtωq Ă ϕpt, ωqKBpωq almost surely.
Since (9) implies
lim
sÑ8
d
`
ϕps, ϑ´sωqBpϑ´sωq,
`
ϕpt, ωq˘´1KBpϑtωq˘ “ 0 in probability,
equation (10) and minimality of KB imply the converse inclusion.
The rest of the proof of the theorem is identical to that in the pullback case: just replace
the set ΩˆB by KB.
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5 Non-existence of a minimal forward attractor
In this section we provide an example of an RDS which has a forward attractor, but which
fails to have a smallest forward attractor. Consider a stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process Z, i.e. a real-valued centered Gaussian process defined on R with covariance
EpZptqZpsqq “ 1
2
expp´|t´s|q. We define Z on the canonical space CpR,Rq of continuous
functions from R to R together with the usual shift and equipped with the law of Z.
Then Zpt, ωq “ Zp0, ϑtωq. Let g : r0, 1s Ñ r´1, 0s be continuous, non-decreasing such
that gp1q “ 0, gpxq ă 0 for all x P r0, 1q and gpxq “ ´1 for all x P r0, 1{2s, and let hpt, yq
be the unique solution of the ordinary differential equation
9hptq “
#
gphptqq if hptq ą 0
0 otherwise
with initial condition hp0q “ y P r0, 1s.
Next we define, for x P R, y P r0, 1s, and t ě 0,
ϕpt, ωqpx, yq :“
#
px` Zpt, ωq ´ Zp0, ωq, hpt, yqq if t ď τpyq`
eτpyq´tpx´ Zp0, ωqq ` Zpt, ωq, 0˘ if t ě τpyq,
where τpyq :“ mints ě 0 : hps, yq “ 0u. Note that the motion in the y-direction is
deterministic and all points with y ą 0 move in parallel in the x-direction. If y ă 1,
then after the finite (deterministic) time τpyq, the y-component arrives at 0 and stays
there, while the first coordinate is attracted by the process Z exponentially fast. It is
straightforward to check that ϕ defines a continuous RDS on the Polish space E :“
R ˆ r0, 1s. If we consider E equipped with the Euclidean metric then the singleton
tpZp0, ωq, 0qu is a forward attractor for the family B :“ tC ˆ t0u : C Ă R compactu.
This is no longer true if we change the metric on E in the following way (without
changing the topology of E):
d
`px, yq, px˜, y˜q˘ :“ |y˜ ´ y| ` |Γpx˜q ´ Γpxq|,
where Γ is strictly increasing, odd, continuous such that Γpxq “ exptexptexppxquuu
for large x (the fact that this metric works can be checked by using the fact that the
running maximum of a stationary Ornstein Uhlenbeck process up to time t is of the order?
log t). There are, however, many forward B-attractors with respect to the metric d,
for example
Aγpωq :“
`rZp0, ωq ´ γ, Zp0, ωq ` γs ˆ t0u˘ď´`tZp0, ωq ´ γu ˆ r0, 1s˘Y `tZp0, ωq ` γu ˆ r0, 1s˘¯
for an arbitrary γ ą 0 (note that this set is strictly invariant!). Now if there would
be a smallest forward B-attractor Apωq then Apωq would have to be contained in the
intersection A1pωq
Ş
A2pωq, which is a subset of R ˆ t0u. It is clear, however, that the
set tpZp0, ωq, 0qu is the only strictly invariant compact subset of Rˆt0u, and we already
have noted that this is not a forward attractor. This contradicts the assumption that
there is a smallest forward B-attractor. Consequently, this RDS does not have a smallest
B-attractor.
6 Another example
We construct an example of an RDS for which a minimal pullback point attractor ω ÞÑ
Apωq exists which, however, does not coincide withŤxPE Ωxpωq (writing Ωxpωq instead of
Ωtxupωq for brevity). This shows that Theorem 4 in Crauel and Kloeden [9] is not entirely
correct. In the following example, Apωq consists of a single point while ŤxPE Ωxpωq
coincides with the whole space E almost surely. Even though we have Ωxpωq Ă Apωq
for almost all ω P Ω ([6, Theorem 3.4] or Remark 11 (iii)), the (uncountable) union of
all Ωxpωq will turn out to be considerably larger than Apωq.
Example 24. Let E :“ S1 be the unit circle which we identify with the interval r0, 2piq
equipped with the usual metric dpx, yq :“ |x´ y| ^ p2pi ´ |x´ y|q. Consider the SDE
dXptq “ cospXptqq dW1ptq ` sinpXptqq dW2ptq
on E, where W1 and W2 are independent standard Brownian motions. Then there
exists a ‘stable point’ ω ÞÑ Spωq, measurable with respect to “the past” σtW ptq : t ď
0u, W “ pW1,W2q, which is the support of a random invariant measure, and whose
Lyapunov exponent is negative (see Baxendale [3]). The random one point set tSpωqu is
a (minimal) weak point attractor (even a forward point attractor) of the RDS ϕ which
is generated by the SDE. Recall that the system is reversible. Reverting time and using
the same argument for the time inverted system gives existence of an ‘unstable point’
ω ÞÑ Upωq, measurable with respect to tW ptq : t ě 0u and therefore independent of S,
which is a weak point repeller. The domain of attraction of tSpωqu is EztUpωqu and
that of tUpωqu for the time-reverted flow is EztSpωqu.
When considering the system with continuous time, ω ÞÑ tSpωqu is not a pullback point
attractor of ϕ, though. In fact we even have Ωxpωq “ E almost surely for each fixed
x P E since for each fixed y P E, the process t ÞÑ ϕp´t, ωqy is a Brownian motion on E
and therefore hits x for (some) arbitrarily large values of t showing that y P Ωxpωq for
almost all ω P Ω. In particular, the unique pullback point attractor of ϕ is the whole
space E.
To obtain the required example we therefore evaluate the RDS ϕ at integer times only,
i.e. we define
ψnpω, xq :“ ϕnpω, xq, x P E, n P N0,
and we work with T “ Z instead of T “ R. We denote the restriction of ϑ to T “ Z
with the same symbol. We claim that now tSpωqu is a minimal pullback point attractor,
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but that the closure of the union over all Ω-limit sets of the points in E equals E almost
surely.
To see the first claim, consider the neighbourhood I “ pSpωq ´ ε, Spωq ` εq (mod 2pi)
of Spωq for some ε P p0, 1q. The claim follows once we show that for each x P E we have
Ωxpωq Ă I almost surely. Since the Lyapunov exponent of ψ is negative, the normalized
Lebesgue measure of the set ψ´1n pϑ´nω, ¨qpIcq converges to 0 geometrically fast as nÑ8
almost surely. The first Borel-Cantelli lemma now implies that the Lebesgue measure of
the set Cpωq of all x P E which are contained in the set ψ´1n pϑ´nω, ¨qpIcq for infinitely
many n P N is zero. Since the distribution of Cpωq is invariant under rotations of E this
implies that for each fixed x P E we have Ppx P Cpωqq “ 0. This being true for every ε
of the form 1{m we obtain Ωxpωq “ tSpωqu almost surely.
To see the second claim, take any non-empty (deterministic) compact interval J Ă E.
Then the set ψ´1n pϑ´nω, ¨qpJq is a non-trivial interval for each n. Note that for the centre
point x P J , the process n ÞÑ ψ´1n pϑ´nω, ¨qpxq performs a random walk on E (Brownian
motion evaluated at discrete time steps) and therefore, the set
Ť
n ψ
´1
n pϑ´nω, ¨qpxq is
almost surely dense in E. Moreover, for any y P E and any δ ą 0, we almost surely find
a sequence of integer random times ptnq such that ry´δ, y`δsX
Ş
n ψ
´1
tn pϑ´tnω, ¨qpJq ‰ H.
Therefore, for any z in that set, we have
Ωzpωq X J ‰ H almost surely,
showing the second claim. Note that we have actually proved more than we claimed
insofar that for every non-empty open subset I of E we haveď
zPI
Ωzpωq “ E for P-almost every ω.
7 Perfection
Proposition 25. Let pϕ, ϑq be an RDS as in Definition 1. Then there exists an RDS ψ
on the same measurable dynamical system and a set Ω1 P F of measure 1 such that ψ
agrees with ϕ on Ω1 and ψ satisfies (i) and (ii) of Definition 1 without exceptional sets.
Proof. By assumption, there exists a set N P F such that for all ω P N c the following
hold: x ÞÑ ϕpt, ωqx is continuous for every t P T2, ϕp0, ωq “ id, and ϕpt ` s, ωq “
ϕpt, ϑsωq ˝ ϕps, ωq for all s, t P T2. Define
Ω1 :“ tω P Ω : ϑsω P N c for almost all s P T1u
(here, “almost all” refers to Lebesgue measure in the continuous case and counting mea-
sure in the discrete case). Clearly, Ω1 has full measure and is invariant under ϑt for
every t P T1. Then ψpt, ωqx :“ ϕpt, ωqx in case ω P Ω1 and ψpt, ωq “ id in case ω R Ω1
satisfies the claims in the proposition.
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